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ABSTRACT 
 
The GEOSAT Follow-On (GFO) Time Tag Correlation System (TTCS) was implemented as a 
ground-based time correlation system for precision time tagging of satellite data.  This system uses 
simple ground hardware and software to convert satellite time to UTC, resulting in time tagging of 
payload data to within +/- 20 microseconds. The technique described in this paper eliminates the 
need for an on-board satellite Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO) to achieve precision time tagging of 
satellite data and, therefore, can result in a significant cost savings to future missions. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
When the GFO satellite was designed and built the intention was to use the on-board GPS system in 
combination with the Vehicle Time Code Word (VTCW) to correlate satellite time to Universal 
Time Coordinates (UTC).  The VTCW is a counter that is driven by a double oven-controlled crystal 
oscillator that was determined to be sufficient to meet the requirements.  Following the launch of the 
satellite, it was determined that the GPS systems were not properly functioning and a new approach 
had to be developed to meet the program requirements of time tagging payload data to within +/- 20 
microseconds.  The GFO Time Tag Correlation System (TTCS) was implemented as a ground-based 
time correlation system to allow the ground system to convert satellite time to UTC while 
maintaining the required accuracy.  The GFO TTCS along with the GFO ground system software 
characterizes the drift of the less expensive oven-controlled crystal satellite oscillator to permit the 
conversion of satellite time into UTC and vice-versa.  This technique and conversion software has 
been proven to correlate the payload time tags to within the required microsecond accuracy.  The 
technique described within this paper eliminates the need for an Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO) to 
achieve outstanding satellite data time tagging. 

 
 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
 
As stated earlier, the concept of the TTCS system is to characterize the drift of the GFO satellite 
oscillator to allow for accurate conversion between VTCW and UTC and vice versa.  Because of the 
characteristics of the on-board oscillator the drift is expected to be relatively linear.  This means that 



a set of clock pairs, where each pair consists of a VTCW and an associated UTC, could be used to 
perform a linear fit.  The resulting slope of the fitted line is referred to as the ratio. 
 
This ratio can then be used in the following formula to convert between VTCW and UTC: 
UTCx = (ratio * VTCWx) + bias, where bias is the UTC when the VTCW = 0.  (1) 
 
Using (1) as our basis, we can see that UTCx – UTCy yields: 
UTCx – UTCy = (ratio * VTCWx) + bias – ((ratio * VTCWy) + bias),  (2) 
 
or 
UTCx – UTCy = (ratio * (VTCWx – VTCWy)).  (3) 
 
From (3) we are able to generate to following formulas: 
UTCx = (ratio * (VTCWx – VTCWy)) + UTCy,  (4) 
 
and 
VTCWx  = ((UTCx – UTCy) / ratio) + VTCWy.  (5) 

 
This means that given a known clock pair (VTCWy, UTCy) and either VTCWx or UTCx, the 
remaining value can be computed.  Furthermore, the closer together in time of the two clock pairs and 
the closer in time they both are to the clock pair set used to compute the ratio, the smaller the 
operands and error terms; therefore, the more accurate the time conversion. 
 
The only remaining problem is to determine how to collect a set of clock pairs.  The original GFO 
design approach was to use a signal from the on-board GPS system to latch the VTCW.  The UTC 
time generated from the GPS time correlated to this output signal is associated with the latched 
VTCW to form a single clock pair.  By designing the GPS system to periodically output a signal 
related to its time computation, a set of clock pairs could be generated and collected. 
 

 
DESIGN CHANGE 

 
Following the launch of the GFO satellite in February 1998, it was determined that the on-board 
GPS systems were not functioning properly and were not producing accurate output.  Currently, only 
one of the four GPS systems is able to output accurate data on an irregular basis.  This post-launch 
anomaly threatened the time tag approach and, therefore, the GFO mission.  Engineers at Ball were 
challenged to devise another method of time tagging. 
 
Since each major frame of telemetry data is time tagged by latching the VTCW via the major frame 
pulse, it was decided that these VTCWs could be used to generate clock pairs if the associated UTC 
could be determined.  Because the major frame pulse is correlated to the leading edge of the first bit 
of the major frame, it was decided that a ground-based system could be used to time stamp the same 
leading edge and this used to determine the associated UTC.  The associated UTC is simply the 
ground based time stamp minus three separate delays: two electronic path delays and the range 
delay.  Figure 1 illustrates the source of delays that must be used to adjust the UTC times collected 



in each TTCS clock pair.  The electronic path delays are relatively fixed and represent the 
combination of the time the data takes to travel within the satellite to the on-board transmitter and 
the time it takes to travel from the ground system antenna to the ground-based time stamp generation 
system.  The path delay is dynamic and represents the time the telemetry data takes to travel from 
the satellite to the ground system antenna.  One correction that is not made to the UTC is the 
adjustment of the path delay due to ionospheric affects on the transmission time of the telemetry. 
 
 

Range Delay = delay for the RF signal conatining
the real-time telemetry to travel for the satellite to
the ground system.

Electronic Path Delay 1 (EPD1) = delay between
output of major frame pulse, the latching of the
VTCW, and the transfer of data into the transmitterSa
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Electronic Path Delay 2 (EPD2) = delay between
the receipt fo the telemetry signal at the antenna
and receipt at the GFO TTCS
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              Notes:
                    Total Electronic Path Delay = EPD1 + EPD2
                    Total Delay = Total Electronic Path Delay + Range Delay  

 

Figure 1. Time Delays affecting the UTC in the GFO TTCS clock pairs 
 
 
The ground-based time stamp generation system and the processor used to remove the delays from 
the time stamp is called the GFO Time Tag Correlation System (TTCS).  Figure 2 depicts a 
functional block diagram of the GFO TTCS.  The TTCS detects the leading edge of the first bit of 
data in a major frame and latches UTC from a Datum timing card to generate the time stamp.  The 
system then uses a separate, existing system to compute the range to the satellite for each time 
stamp.  The electronic path delay is calibrated for each remote site using the one flight GPS system 
in a degraded mode.  The TTCS processor collects all of this data and computes the UTC associated 
with the major frame VTCW, and outputs a clock pair for each major frame of real time telemetry 
collected at the ground system. 
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Figure 2. GFO TTCS functional block diagram 
 
 
The characterization of the GFO satellite oscillator is performed using the clock pairs generated by 
the TTCS and the original linear fit software. 

 
 

CALIBRATION 
 
Once the TTCS equipment is integrated into a ground system, the electronic path delay must be 
calibrated for that ground site before the installation is considered complete.  The calibration process 
consists of generating a set of clock pairs using the GPS system.  This set of clock pairs is used to 
characterize the drift and generate coefficients to convert between a VTCW its UTC equivalent.  
Several sets of clock pairs are also collected by the TTCS for each of the data paths the real-time 
telemetry can take through the ground system before being captured by the TTCS.  For the clock 
pairs collected by the TTCS, the electronic path delay is set to zero, however, the range delay is 
removed.  The set of coefficients that are computed from the clock pairs generated using the on-
board GPS system are applied to the VTCW from each TTCS clock pair to predict the value of the 
UTC.  For each of these pairs the difference between the predicted UTC and measured UTC is 
computed and represents a single measurement of the electronic path delay.  Over 2000 such 
measurements are then averaged to determine the electronic path delay for a specific data path 
through the ground system.  The electronic path delays measured so far range from 845 to 885 
milliseconds, and the standard deviations were each less than 2 microseconds. 



  
Since the real-time telemetry stream can take one of two data paths through the ground system each 
data path must be calibrated separately. The data path of the real-time telemetry depends on the pass 
type: telemetry monitor pass or stored data playback pass.  The difference between these paths is the 
channel used to transmit the real-time telemetry from the satellite to the ground system.  In one case 
the real-time telemetry is on the carrier and in the other case it is on the first sub-carrier.  The 
electronic path delay difference between the two data paths has ranged from 5 to 20 microseconds.  
Remember that while these numbers seem insignificant, they represent between 25% and 100% of 
the allowable time tagging error budget.  Therefore, they must be measured and the correct 
electronic path delay must be applied to the clock pairs collected by the GFO TTCS. 
 
The calibration of the electronic path delay for a specific ground site is valid until one or more of the 
hardware units in the data path are modified or replaced.  A recent re-calibration of the GFO TTCS 
at one of the ground sites after distinct hardware components had been replaced resulted in a change 
of more than 18 microseconds in the electronic path delay. 

 
 

OPERATIONAL MODIFICATIONS 
 
The GFO TTCS is integrated into multiple remote sites of the ground system and collects data by 
tapping into the data stream between the Communications Security (COMSEC) equipment and the 
frame synchronizer.  Figure 3 shows the GFO TTCS integrated into the ground system.  Once the 
TTCS is installed into the ground system, the electronic path delay is calibrated.  The TTCS uses an 
Ethernet connection to collect the range data required to compute the range delay and send the 
resulting clock pair data from each GFO satellite contact to the satellite operations center.  The clock 
pair data sets are collected at the satellite operations center and stored in a fixed length FIFO.  Each 
time a new data set is received and ingested into the FIFO, the drift of the satellite oscillator is 
recomputed and distributed throughout the ground system.  The results of the computation are used 
to perform all of the required conversion between the satellite VTCW and UTC. 
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Figure 3. GFO TTCS integrated into the ground system 
 
 
In addition, software timers were implemented to alert the satellite operators if a new drift 
computation has not been distributed within a certain amount of time.  Satellite operators are also 
alerted if the quality of the drift computation is not within an expected tolerance. 
 
 

FILTERING AND QUALITY CHECKS 
 
Since the GFO TTCS clock pairs rely on satellite telemetry to be collected, there are inherent errors 
in some of the clock pairs.  The errors are generally found at the beginning, around the middle of 
high elevation passes, and at the end of a satellite contacts.   For this reason, filters and quality 
checks are applied to the clock pairs and quality checks to the conversion coefficients before the data 
is released for use throughout the ground system. 
 
Once the GFO TTCS clock pairs are generated and the UTC values adjusted for both delays, a 
statistical filter is iteratively applied to the single set of clock pairs from a satellite contact to remove 
bad data. The statistical filter is applied to the differences between consecutive VTCW and UTC 
values separately.  This filter is iterated until the average difference is less than 10 microseconds.  
Generally, the clock pairs are filtered due to variations in the VTCW values because those are 



subject to bit problems in the telemetry stream.  After all of the bad data has been identified and 
removed, the clock pairs are added to the data set used to compute the conversion coefficients. 
 
Each time a set of conversion coefficients are computed, the coefficients are applied to each pair in 
the data set used in the computation to perform a quality check of the data.  A technique similar to 
the one used to calibrate the TTCS is used to measure the difference between a predicted UTC and 
the measured UTC for each clock pair.  If any of these UTC differences are greater than the 20 
microsecond requirement, the satellite operators are alerted and that set of conversion coefficient are 
not distributed throughout the ground system.  In fact, if any of these UTC differences is greater than 
18 microseconds, the satellite operators are alerted.  

 
 

RESULTS 
 
The time tagging scheme using the GFO TTCS has been working within specification for over a 
year.  Independent analysis has shown the accuracy of the time tags to be approximately +/- 5 
microseconds with only occasional occurrences of larger values.  Since these occurrences seems to 
correlate to the periods of time when the satellite is entering or exiting eclipse cycles, it suggests that 
the associated temperature swings experienced by the satellite may be causing a variation of the 
satellite oscillator frequency. 
 
Since installing the original TTCS, the GFO customer has procured two more units for installation in 
their additional ground systems.  The integrations were completed and the calibrations of each TTCS 
were completed by the end of the first quarter of 2002. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
For over a year, the GFO Program has shown that time tagging accuracies of less than +/- 20 
microseconds is possible without requiring the inclusion of a USO on the satellite.  The fact that a 
less expensive and less accurate satellite oscillator can be used to achieve this accuracy proves that 
this quality of time tagging is still possible on a limited budget program. 




